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Ecosystem
a biological community of interacting 
organisms and their physical (and / or 
digital) environment.

a complex network or interconnected 
system.
Definitions from Oxford Languages

https://languages.oup.com/google-dictionary-en
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If we can map and 
manage complex 
natural ecosystems, 
shouldn’t we be 
able to do this with 
community 
ecosystems?

Before we explore, let’s take a 
look back at how we got 
started.



Escaping The 
Social Boom



The Rise of Web Communities
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It’s important to remember that in the beginning, “the 
Internet” was essentially a community. 



• Growth in consumer social media 
(fueled by mobile) led to major 
investments in Corporate social 
media, including social media 
“influencer” programs

• Brand-hosted communities 
continued to evolve beyond 
support, with varying degrees of 
success

• Community programs remained 
largely disconnected from 
extended business functions

• Customer-led groups on early BBS 
& Forums migrated to 
Company-hosted forums

• Lots of investment & 
experimentation, but eventually 
settled into a support-focused 
business model

• Sensitivity to asking for explicit 
actions because of AOL Community 
Leaders ‘05 Lawsuit

• Leading Companies are beginning to 
develop Communities that move 
beyond support and into professional 
practice, co-creation and multi-sided 
marketplaces. 

• The outdated strategic frame of 
“destination” will evolve into 
“ecosystem”

• To be successful, all Customer-facing 
functions will need to participate in 
community ecosystem development, 
internally & externally, which will lead 
to new Community Leadership Models

Online
Community 
1.0
2000-2010

Social 
Boom 
2010-2020

Community 
Ecosystems 
🤞
2020-2030

tl;dr Social sucked all the oxygen out of the room
Now it’s our turn (again).

1st #CMAD Jan 25, 2010

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AOL#Community_leaders
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AOL#Community_leaders


“If there’s a 
problem, yo 
I’ll solve it”
Vanilla Ice, “Ice Ice Baby”

“That Community 
thinking is stale 
y’all, let’s evolve it”
Bill Johnston, “This Presentation”
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What is holding us back?
Many Enterprise Platform Vendors are 
still focused here, as well as their “best 
practices”
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How do we open the 
aperture on our 
thinking?



Community OrganizationMember

Shared & Actualizing Purpose

Inability to actualize purpose / follow a calling is damaging 
in most every way - health, life and career. 
Gazica & Spector (2015)
Duffy & Dik (2013) 

We know building 1:1 relationships with customers is valuable. Think about 
that value over a lifetime relationship. Now think about the exponential 
value of a network of relationships, fostered over time via community.

Lifetime Customer 
Relationships

Social Media

Community

1. Community Strategy Guided By Purpose 2. Community Value: Lifetime Relationships

https://hbr.org/2020/01/the-loyalty-economy#are-you-undervaluing-your-customers




3. What if we designed based on lifecycle?



Networks = The Force for Community Leaders
“an energy field created by all living things. It surrounds us, penetrates 
us, and binds the galaxy together." 
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4. Stakeholders: Can we balance who we’re serving? 5. How’s your network literacy?



Social media = diminishing returns and is only 1 part of your Community 
ecosystem. Your hosted community can be the “center of gravity”.

Keep in mind that your community platform(s) shouldn’t define the 
bounds of your Community. 

What are the opportunities to integrate with customer-facing 
organizations? What are the opportunities to create community in the 
Org?

What meaningful relationships can you build to extend your 
organization? Partners? Peer Networks?
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6. Got a Map? Your Community Ecosystem 7. How’s your Organizational Integration?
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Ad Hoc: “Coalition of the Willing”
Focus: Convene a small tiger team. Pick “low 
hanging fruit” projects requiring little effort / 
investment

Workgroup
Focus: projects that have large, positive impact on 
business goals and customer experience. 
Coordinated & sponsored program workstreams

Community Programs Office
Focus: Business transformation through community. 
Directs and oversees community Workgroups across 
multiple BUs. 

Possible Triggering Events:
■ Strategic Planning
■ New product launch
■ Customer Conference
■ Market event (ipo, acquisition)
■ Restructuring / Reorg

Start where you are, 
do what you can.
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If we know…, how might we…?

1

How might we explore the ecosystem opportunity?
■ Identify gaps in breadth (business function) and depth 

(seniority) to identify ecosystem opportunities?
■ What are the moments of transition or periods of 

transformation where community can play a role?
■ Where does your ecosystem intersect with other 

collaborative organizations?

2



How Can I Help?
Feel free to reach out! 

Bill Johnston
Community Innovation Officer
(415) 209-5791
bill@structure3c.com


